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•



1. Shade in the correct area.

(a) A ∩B (1 mark)

A B

(b) A ∪B (1 mark)

A B

(c) B′ (1 mark)

A B

(d) A ∪B′ (1 mark)

A B

(e) (A ∩B)′ (1 mark)

A B
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(f) A′ ∪B′ (1 mark)

A B

2. Students in a school were surveyed to see if they studied history or geography. In total there
were 100 students in the survey.
30 students study both History and Geography.
57 students study History.
71 students study Geography.

(a) Present this information in a venn diagram. (3 marks)

(b) How many students study only History or only Geography? (2 marks)

(c) Find the probability that a student:
i. studies only History. (2 marks)

ii. studies Geography given they study History. (2 marks)

3. Jack questioned 80 people about what games console they own, PlayStation (P), Nintendo Wii
(N) and Xbox (X). He created a Venn diagram to show this data.
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(a) How many people don’t own a games console? (1 mark)

(b) How many people own an Xbox but not a PlayStation? (2 marks)

(c) How many people own a Nintendo Wii and a PlayStation but not an Xbox? (2 marks)

(d) Find the probability that a person:
i. owns all 3 game consoles. (2 marks)

ii. owns only 2 game consoles. (2 marks)

iii. owns a Xbox and a PlayStation. (2 marks)
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4. The following list shows the data gained from a survey of 100 people regarding if they own a
laptop, tablet or phone.
64 laptop
87 phone
32 tablet
57 laptop and phone
15 laptop and tablet
23 phone and tablet
10 all three.

(a) Draw a Venn Diagram to represent these data. (4 marks)

(b) Find the probability that a randomly selected person has;
i. none of the things. (2 marks)

ii. a tablet but not a phone. (2 marks)
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iii. at least 2 of these. (2 marks)
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